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Puritanism and Graham Greene
Abstract
In lieu of an abstract, below is the essay's first paragraph.
"The introduction to the recent Time edition of The Power and the Glory by Graham Greene makes a familiar
charge against the author. The editor, however, does not lend the repeated generalization its usual venomous
twist; indeed, he praises Greene for the wrong reason. The charge is that Greene is a hater of the material, that
he despises man's "body" and loves the spiritual in man, that he has a neo-Augustine loathing of sexual union.
This observation may be true of Greene's other works. It certainly is not true of The Power and the Glory. In
matters of sexuality, it is the abuse of this gift that Greene regrets. (And Greene would be the first to say that
there are far worse sins than these: pride and greed, for example.)"
Cover Page Footnote
Appeared in the issue: Volume 8, Spring, 1963.
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"TWO" 
T he smooth skinned waves gras ped themselves, 
In the way of drowning men, 
They breathed deep, drinking . .. 
Until their translu cent insides filled with little pebbles, 
To be spa t forth in a breath and howl of wind . 
The bubbles of egg -white foam clamored up 
and clawed the crac ked piers of concret e, 
Tha t dripped with sandy gritt ed seaweed, 
The cold green weed du nn to a skeleton• 
of rusti ng icy steel, 
the wound lay exposed, 
It screamed at t he drowning sea. 
that salt ed the concrete scam, 
wincing in pain, yet a naesthet ized , 
by th e frozen fisted water, 
Its throa t poli shed in the slaked thirs t 
of marble ske ined moaaics. 
L. C, Fteckcnetein 
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